The interactions of the cytokine-binding homology region and immunoglobulin-like domains of gp130 with oncostatin M: implications for receptor complex formation.
The receptor gp130 is utilized by cytokines including interleukin 6, leukemia inhibitory factor, oncostatin M, cilary neurotrophic factor and cardiotrophin. It is essential for myocardial development and haematopoiesis during embryogenesis, and its role as a shared signal transducer among different cytokines explains their overlapping biological functions. Although gp130 contains a cytokine-binding homology region (CHR) analogous to the extracellular growth hormone receptor, the complexes that utilize gp130 are not simple dimerizations of receptors around a single cytokine but involve receptor interactions with additional sites on the ligand resulting in higher order complexes. Analysis by surface plasmon resonance of the binding of the immunoglobulin-like and CHR domains of the extracellular portion of gp130 to mutants of the cytokine oncostatin M reveal that the CHR forms the main binding site for oncostatin M by a classical site II interaction, but in addition a second interaction occurs involving the receptor's immunoglobulin-like domain and the cytokine's site III at the N-terminus of the D helix. The implications for complex formation are discussed.